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+θ  in a conventional correlated perturbative chiral 
quark model (CPXQM ) 

 
A.R. Haghpeima* 

 

Abstract— Assuming a conventional correlated perturbative chiral quark the  𝜃𝜃+ baryon is a bound state of two vector diquarks and a 
single antiquark, the spatially wave function of these diquarks has a P- wave and a S- wave in angular momentum in the first and second 
version of our model respectively, as the result of these considerations we construct the orbital - color - flavor - spin symmetry of  
contribution of quarks and by imposing considerations such as HF interactions and suitable diquark currents we leads to a conventional 
pentaquark interpolating field which may be used for QSR analysis. In order to get an idea of the general features of the spectrum we have 
calculated the mass spectrum of exotic pentaquark states using Radicati mass formula. 

Index Terms— Diquark approach, hadronic physics, stability of multiquark states. 

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     
entaquark baryons may be pure exotic or Crypto- exotic     
the pure exotic states can easily be identified by their 
unique quantum numbers, but the crypto - exotic states 

are hard to be identified as their quantum numbers can also be 
generated by three - quark states. Therefore, it is crucial to 
have careful analyses for their decay channels. 

Quark models have provided a cornerstone for hadron 
physics and one can studying the structure of pentaquark ba-
ryons in a naïve constituent quark model. For example karlin-
er and lipkin suggested a triquark-diquark model  for +θ as a 
system of (ud)-(uds)[1].Also jaffe and wilczek presented a di-
quark-diquark-antiquark model so +θ is (ud)-(ud) - S , in this 
model  [2] they also considered the mixing of the pentaquark 
antidecuplet with the pentaquark octet, which makes it differ-
ent from the )3(fSU soliton models where the octet describes 
the normal three- quark baryon octet. 
    More predictions based on quark models can be found in 
Ref [3]. 
    In order to investigate mass, width, reaction channels and 
other properties of pentaquarks a set of its wave functions in 
quark model is required [4].  
   By introducing the quark and antiquark operators and by 
taking direct product of two diquarks and one antiquark the 
+θ  state can be represented by )3(fSU tensors. 

    The )3(fSU symmetric lagrangian for pentaquark baryons 
and their interactions with other multiplets can be constructed 
by imposing dynamical interactions between quarks, the 
symmetry breaking can be included. 
    We denote a quark with and antiquark with in which i=1,2,3 
denote u, d, s and impose normalization relations as 
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Then for a quark and an antiquark we would have  
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For 4q  we have: 
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And for qq4  we have 
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The tensor notation of all of these multiplets can be con-

structed as iT and iT . 
For example the tensor notations for 10  and 8 are 
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The nomenclature for pentaquark states based on hypercharge 
is as follow 

Ω−=ΛΣ= 2,,0 YY  
XYY 3,1 −=Ξ−=  

Which in the notation q
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We can constract the )3(fSU  symmetry lagrangians for example 
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And mass terms, for example: 
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For pentaquark octet and antidecuplet respectively. 
    The pentaquark wave function contains contributions con-
nected to the spatial degrees of freedom and the internal de-
grees of freedom of color, flavor and spin, the pentaquark 
wave function should be a color singlet as all physical states, 
and should be antisymmetric under permutation of the four 
quarks (Pauli principle). 
   In order to classify quark and antiquark in )3(fSU , )2(fSU we 
introduce the notations: 

)2()3()6( ffsf SUSUSU ⊗⊃  
Quark             ]1[]1[]1[ ⊗⊃  
                              ⊃        ⊗  
Antiquark  ]1[]11[]11111[ ⊗⊃  
                                ⊃           ⊗  

 
 
 

   Thus by taking the outer product of quark and antiquark 
representations we have: 
   For )6(4

fsSUq : 
[ ] ( ) )8(]1[]111[]21[2]3[]1[]1[]1[]1[ 620706666 ⊗⊕⊕=⊗⊗⊗

( ) ( )620670656 ]1[]111[]1[]21[2]1[]3[ ⊗⊕⊗⊕⊕=  
( ) ( )620670656 ]1[]111[]1[]21[2]1[]3[ ⊗⊕⊗⊕⊕=                            
( ) ( ).]1111[]211[]211[]22[]31[2]31[]4[ 15105105105210210126 ⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕⊕=

15105105105210126 ]1111[]211[3]211[3]22[2]31[3]4[ ⊕+⊕⊕⊕=  
   One can decompose these multiplets: 

Table 1 
Spin-flavor decomposition of 4q states 

3D  dτ  )6(sfSU  ⊃  )3(fSU  ⊗  )2(sSU  

1A  1A  126]4[   15]4[  ⊗  5]4[  
    15]31[  ⊗  5]31[  
    6]22[  ⊗  1]22[  
       

EA +1  2F  210]31[   15]4[  ⊗  3]31[  

    15]31[  ⊗  5]4[  
    15]31[  ⊗  3]31[  
    15]31[  ⊗  1]22[  
    6]22[  ⊗  3]31[  
    3]211[  ⊗  1]22[  
    3]211[  ⊗  3]31[  
       
3D  dτ  )6(sfSU  ⊃  )3(fSU  ⊗  )2(sSU  

E  E  105]22[   15]4[  ⊗  1]22[  
    15]31[  ⊗  3]31[  
    6]22[  ⊗  5]4[  
    6]22[  ⊗  1]22[  
    3]211[  ⊗  3]31[  
       

2AE +  1F  105]211[   15]31[  ⊗  3]31[  
    15]31[  ⊗  1]22[  
    6]22[  ⊗  3]31[  
    3]211[  ⊗  5]4[  
    3]211[  ⊗  3]31[  
    3]211[  ⊗  1]22[  
       
2A  2A  15]1111[   6]22[  ⊗  1]22[  
    3]211[  ⊗  3]31[  

 
  For )6(4

fsSUqq : 

11345670066666 ]42111[3]411111[4]51111[]11111[]1[]1[]1[]1[ ⊕⊕=⊗⊗⊗⊗

                                             54056070 ]32211[3]33111[2]321111[8 ⊕⊕⊕  
                                )9(]22221[]222111[4 7020 ⊕⊕  

  For )3(4
fSUqq : 

10273533333 ]33[2]42[3]51[]11[]1[]1[]1[]1[ ⊕⊕=⊗⊗⊗⊗                                                                   
)10(]222[3]321[8]411[4 1810 ⊕⊕⊕  

  For )2(4
sSUqq : 

)11(]32[5]41[4]5[]1[]1[]1[]1[]1[ 24622222 ⊕⊕=⊗⊗⊗⊗                                                                    
    This results are in agreement with the reduction of the col-
or-spin )6(csSU  algebra of Ref [7]. 
    The spin-flavor part has to be combined with the color part 
and orbital part in such a way that the total pentaquark wave 
function is a 1[222]  color-singlet state, and that the four quarks 
obey the Pauli principle, i.e. are antisymmetric under any 
permutation of the four quarks, because of the color wave 
function of an antiquark that is a 3[11]  anti-triplet, the color 
wave function of the four- quark configuration is a 3[222]  trip-
let, the total  wave function is antisymmetric, hence the orbital 
- spin - flavor part is a [31] state which is obtained from the 
color part by interchanging rows and columns, now if 4-
quarks are in a P-wave state, there are several allowed  

)6(fsSU representations which are: 
]211[,]22[,[31],[4]  
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    Thus the total orbital - color - flavor - spin wave function of 
4q is ocfs[1111]  . 

For the explicit pentaquark wave functions see Ref [8]. 
    Now we can impose a specific dynamical model to this gen-
eral constituent quark model. 
    Assuming a conventional correlated perturbative chiral 
quark model (CPXQM), we suggest that the +θ baryon is a 
bound state of two diquarks and a single antiquark, the spa-
tially wave function of these diquarks has a p-wave and an s-
wave in angular momentum in the first and second version of 
our model respectively. 
    The f[2]  flavor symmetry of each diquark leads to f

6
[22]  fla-

vor symmetry for 4q , the s[2] spin symmetry of each diquark 
leads to s[22] and s[31]  spin symmetry for q in the first version 
and second version of our model respectively. 
    The color symmetry of each diquark is c[11] and for the first 
Version of our model we assume c[2] for one of the diquark 

pairs this leads to 
c[211]  color symmetry for 4q . 

    The orbital symmetry of each diquark is o[2]  and for the first 
Version we assume o[11]  for one of the diquark pairs, this 
leads to o[31]  and o[4]  orbital symmetry for 4q  in the first and 
second version of our model respectively. 
    As the result of these considerations we would have for q 
contribution of quarks, ( oc[1111]  and fs[4] ) and ( oc[211] , fs[31] ) 
for the first and second versions ; and ocfs[1111] for 4q  is the 
same for two versions and lead to a totally antisymmetric 
wave function for 4q  due to pauli principle. 
    The flavor symmetry contribution for 4q configuration 
comes from the decomposition formula (2) q4q , in which we 
have two f6  the second one is used in J W model and the first 
one is used in our model due to vector diquark contribution of 
it. 

    Thus the tensor notations for 10  in our model comes 
from Eq (3) with ( 01 =C  and 02 ≠C ) also the tensor notations 

for 8 in our model comes from Eq with 50 ≠= iCi , 05 ≠C ). 

Thus inserting f10  tensor notation into 3810−L
 symmetry 

lagrangian leads to ) 3 (SUf  symmetry interactions which expe-
rimental evidence of them would be explored. 

Morever inserting f8  and f10  tensor notations into con-
ventional quark model mass formulas (6) and (7) respectively 

leads to f10 and f8 mass terms and spacing rules for the in-
troduced particles in these multiplets in terms of experimental 
parameters (a, b, and c) of model. 

In our model the diquarks are in f6  and c3 symmetry con-
figurations and the hyperfine interactions (color-spin and fla-
vor-spin) leads to a diquark mass that is greater than the 
masses which predicted in the models that the diquarks are in 

f3  and c3 symmetry configurations. 

Thus the difference between the mass of a diquark and an 
antiquark in our model is larger than the models which based 
on scalar diquarks instead of vector ones, and thus leads to the 
current experimental perspective in which no one has found 
the supersymmetry partners of pentaquark states. 

In our model we have used diquark ideas in the chiral limit 
diquark correlations in the relativistic region. the first version 
of model yelds the positive parity for pentaquarks and this is 
in agree with llattice calculations in which there are attempts 
to find that states which have the maximom overlape with the 
positive parity. 

In addition to usual HF interactions between quarks in a 
diquark, these interactions exist between the antiquark s and 
each of the diquarks due to vector configuration of them in 
our model, these interactions are absent in the scalar diquark 
models in which there is only electromagnetic interaction be-
tween antiquark and each diquark in a pentaquark. 

By imposing considerations such as these HF interactions 
and suitable diquark currents we leads to a conventional pen-
taquark interpolating field which may be used for QSR analy-
sis. 

For example for a diquark with 
s]2[  and 

f]2[  spin – flavor 
configurations and 0=l angular momentum one can use: 

[ ] )12(),()();()(;)()()()(
2

1 xCdxdxCuxuxCuxdxCdxu TTTT +  

And if the diquark angular momentum is 1=l  one can use: 

[ ] )13().()(;)(;)()()()(
2

1 xdCcdCxuxuCxdxdCxu TTTT
µµµµ γγγγ +  

 As diquark currents. 
Thus for the first and second version of our model we can-

consider the following interpolating fields respectively. 
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Considering flavor configuration of
4q , one can see that 

there are 115  and 215 multiplets which coms from 66⊗  normal 
products and this leads to two 45 multiplets for flavor confi-

gurations of qq4
in which there is octet, decuplet, 27 plet and 

35 plet. 

The tensor notations of 115  and 215  are jklmT and 
i
jkS

respec-
tively 

),(
6

1
jklmjlkmkmljjmlklmjkjklm SSSSSSSSSST ++++=

 
)16()(

2
1

jmklkmjl
ilmi

jk SSSSS += ε  
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Thus by multiplying to tensor notation of iTq , we lead to 
tensor notations of (8, 10, 27, 35) plets. 

In fact there is noting in quark model to prevent us for con-
structing such multiplets in which they have vector diquarks 
and the discovery of them will be evidence supporting the 
vector diquark approach. 

Briefly the spin - flavor - color and parity of our model for 
the first version and second one are as follows: 

{ } )17()810(,1),
2
3

2
1(3,3,

2
1

6,3,1 ffcfc
fc Jjl qQQ ⊕⊕===

++
π

 

{ } )18()108(,1),
2
3

2
1(3,3,

2
1

6,3,0 ffcfc
fc Jjl qQQ ⊕⊕===

−−
π

 

We have considered 
fs

126]4[  and 
fs
210]31[  for the flavor – spin 

configurations of 
4q  in the first and second versions of our 

model respectively, this leads to 700]51111[  and 1134]42111[  for 

the flavor – spin configurations of qq4
 , but if one assume the 

angular momentum 1=l for the four quarks in 
4q  there are 

several allowed ) 6 (SUfs  representations for qq4
 which are 

700]51111[ , 1134]42111[ , 560]33111[ and 540]32211[ based on fs]4[ , 

fs]31[ , fs]22[ and )6(]211[ fs
fs SU representations for

4q respective-
ly. 

 
   In order to get an idea of the general features of the spectrum 
we have calculated the mass spectrum of exotic pentaquark 
states with the Gursey-Radicati mass formula [9]:  
 

)19(0 sforb MMMM ++=  
In which: 

)20(
4
1)1()1( 2

)3(2)6(2 







−++++±+−= YIIEDYsCsBCACM

fsf SUSUsf  

    The first two terms represent the quadratic Casimir opera-
tors of )6(fsSU  spin - flavor and )3(fSU  flavor groups and S, Y 
and I denote the spin, hypercharge and isospin respectively. 
    The last two terms in Eq (20) correspond to the Gell- Man-
nokubo mass formula that describes the splitting with in a 
flavor multiplet. 
    Neglecting the hyperfine interaction radial dependence the 
matrix element of these interactions depends on the Casimirs 
of the )6(fsSU , )3(fSU  and the )2(sSU [10] groups, also the spa-
tial dependence of the )6(fsSU breaking part has been neg-
lected in Eq (20) [11]. 
    The coefficients B, C, D and E are determined from the 
three-quark spectrum [12]. 

MevEMevDMevCMevB 5.38,3.197,3.38,2.21 =−===  
   Eigenvalues of the Casimirs for the qqq or qqqqq systems are 
as follows: 

Table 2 
Eigenvalues of the )6(2 sfSUC and )3(2 fSUC  Casimir operators 

spin-flavor  )6(2 sfSUC
 

flavor )3(2 fSUC
 

700]51111[  4/81  35]51[  12 
56]411111[  4/45  27]42[  8 

1134]42111[  4/65  10]33[  6 

spin-flavor  )6(2 sfSUC
 

flavor )3(2 fSUC
 

70]321111[  4/33  10]411[  6 
560]33111[  4/57  8]321[  3 
540]32211[  4/49  1]222[  0 

20]222111[  4/21    
70]22221[  4/33    

 
    If we neglect orbM and )6(2 fsSUC  in Eq (19) and using 

oM in order to normalize the energy scale to the observed 
mass of the +Θ  (1540) we find that a flavor anti-decuplet f

10
]33[  

state with spin S= ½ and isospin 0=I  which has
4

126]4[ qfs
 fla-

vor-spin configuration based on q 
fq ]22[  flavor and 

s[22]  spin 
configuration and lead to fs]51111[  for qq4

 which we have in-
troduced in the first version of our model is the lowest penta-
quark state. 

 
The state is in agreement with the available experimental 

data which indicate that )1540(+Θ  is an isosingle, this means 
that the contributions of  and )6()6(2 fsSU SUAC

fs
 terms in Eq (19) 

must be comparable and this is a good test for the values of 
exciting energy of the orbital degrees of freedom for 4q  and 
the underlying dynamical structure. 

However, one can see by neglecting this two terms the 
mass spectrum of al fs

540
fs
560

fs
700 [32211][33111][51111] qq4  multiplets 

are degenerate, this is of because that the only term which 
split the mass spectrum between these configurations and de-
pends on the flavor- spin structure of them is )6(2 fsSUAC . in 

general the coefficients C, D, E depends on the internal struc-
ture of pentaquark and we are not allowed to use of the cor-
responding three quark values. 

The hyperfine interactions between two quarks in diquarks 
and the confinement between quarks are the underlying inte-
ractions which have ignored in this general study of the struc-
ture of the spectrum. 
    We have mentioned that one find (8, 10, 23, and 35) multip-
lets by decomposition of 45 multiplets for flavor configura-

tions of qq4
. 

    The )3(fSU configurations of these multiplets 
are 2710 8 [42],[411],[321] and 35]51[ and the )6(fsSU configurations 
of them are: 

560]33111[ , 70]321111[  56]41111[ and 700]51111[  
We do not give the full list of these pentaquark masses and 

one can read them directly from the results presented in Table 
2 for )3(2 fSUC and )6(2 fsSUC and by finding their quantum 

numbers according to tensor notations of them and using of 
Eq (20) for their masses. 

However, observation of other pentaquark states [13, 14] in 
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higher multiplets will help us to understand the structure of 
pentaquark baryons specially diquark-diquark-antiquark 
models. 
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